Leveraging technology post-crisis:
The compass to guide new growth
3rd March 2021

Agenda
10:00 – 10:02

Moderator opens session | Housekeeping rules

10:02 – 10:05

Welcome from the GPCA Secretary General Dr. Abdulwahab Al-Sadoun

10:05 – 10:15

Mirko Rubeis, MD and Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

10:15 – 10:25

Murhaf AlMadani, VP Corporate Digitalization Program, SABIC

10:25 – 10:55

Members discussion

10:55 – 11:00

Takeaways and wrap up
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Please make sure your mic is muted
when not speaking
Kindly turn your video on during the
session, we highly encourage it
If you would like to contribute, please
use the 'raise hand' function and the
moderator will act accordingly

Welcome to today's

This is a private setting, so kindly
keep all discussion from today
confidential and between the group
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Before we begin: Reminder on Meeting Protocol
Do

Don’t

Ensure strict compliance to the following steps to minimize the
risk of violating competition laws

Discuss, formally and informally, exchange information about or
reach agreement with competitors about:

Prior to meetings:

Prices:

• Draft detailed agenda that accurately reflects what is to be
discussed. Agenda and meeting documents must not include issues
relevant to competition law

• Pricing, price differentials, and pricing strategies

During meetings:

• Individual sales and payment terms, individual discount, credits and
credits conditions
Production:

• Limit discussions to topics included on the agenda
• Take minutes of the full meeting
• In case of spontaneous statements relevant to competition law,
react immediately and actively dissociate yourself from the violation:
o Point out to participants that this issue must not be discussed
o If necessary, postpone the discussion until you have received
relevant legal clarifications
o If the discussion continues, notify your objection in the
protocol, suspend the meeting or leave the meeting space
o Inform the GPCA Secretary-General or your company about
the incident

• Production capacity, design plans, production rates, production
methods and proposed changes thereto
Transportation:

After meetings:

• Matters related to actual or potential suppliers or customers,
particularly if this might have the effect of excluding them from any
market or influencing the business conduct of other companies
toward them

• Minutes of meetings should be short and straightforward

• Rates or rate policies for shipments, including zone prices and
freight charges
Future Market Behavior, in particular:
• Plans of individual companies concerning technology, investment,
design, production, distribution and marketing of certain products
• Agreement on market allocation either geographically or by
costumers
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A series of dialogues to build insight and
understanding on how to lead in the new reality
'Post-COVID' with a focus on tangible
recommendations and next steps that leaders and
CEOs can bring to their business

Leading

Reality

New

A need to adapt and thrive
in the post COVID world

An entirely new context that the
Chemicals ecosystem will have to

Volatility is here to stay, need to deal
with what is now the new reality

Initiative timeline

Sept 2020

Session 4
Leveraging technology
post-crisis: The compass
to guide new growth

Session 2
People Priorities for the
New Reality

Initiative Launch
‘Leading in the new
reality’

28 Sept

Session 1
COVID-19 Impact:
How to lead in crisis

4 Nov 2020

20 Jan 2021

Session 3
Supply Chain: Recovery
Profiles Shaping the
Future Landscape

3 March 2021

In numbers…

4

13

Sessions

Speakers

86

29

Attendees

Companies
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The GCC region is considered a “digital follower”
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the GCC chemical industry’s digitalization score was higher compared with the overall
score of the region, although the sector was still considered a “digital follower”

According to a GPCA survey, about 80% of GPCA member companies have deployed targeted digital
solutions, which were developed by external parties1

(1) Source: GPCA report ‘The digital opportunity for the GCC petrochemical industry’
Note: Based on McK DQTM score, Chemicals includes GPCA member companies only
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With you today

Murhaf AlMadani
VP Corporate Digitalization
program
(SABIC)

Speaker

Mirko Rubeis
MD and Partner,
Boston Consulting Group
(BCG)

Speaker

Hasan Alkabeer
Partner
Boston Consulting Group
(BCG)

Moderator
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Pre-CoViD-19: most chemical companies had already started the digital journey
Digitize the
core

Research & Development

Create new
business models

Supply chain

Manufacturing

Marketing & sales

New business models

Global ChemCo.

Global ChemCo.
LatAm ChemCo.
Specialty ChemCo.
Specialty ChemCo.
Specialty ChemCo.

Fertilizer Co.
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Pre-crisis, digital capability
investments have been top priority
Investor views on priority areas companies should aggressively invest in 1

Digital Capabilities
or Tech Stack

50%

44%

Research & Development

41%

Marketing & Sales
Other Innovation
Mergers & Acquisition
Emerging Markets
Divestitures
and/or Spin-Offs

38%
34%
31%
29%

Now, 83% of companies plan to
accelerate digital transformations
Percentage of respondents2 ,
by views on priority of digital transformation post crisis

All industries

83%

Consumer

87%

Energy

85%

Industrial Goods

84%

TMT

82%

Healthcare

82%

Public Sector

80%

Insurance

80%

Financial Institutions

80%

Become more urgent

No change

1. Respondents were asked what percentage of companies should be more aggressive in pursuing the following strategies for value creation
2. Respondents asked if COVID-19 pandemic affected the urgency of their organization’s overall digital strategy
Source: DSR Global Digital Transformation 2020 Survey; n=825

10% 7%

Become lower priority
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Recent observations from the digital survey
Four recent observations on digital

Impact of CoViD-19

What

Why

Who

How

Urgency

Investment

Heading

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

40%

~2x

70%

>80%

~80%

~60%

~55%

Companies view
“digital
technology” as
disruptive to
their business
model

Focus on
revenue
generation vs.
cost cutting
digital initiatives

Transformations
sponsored by
business
leadership in
addition to
CIO/CTO

Transformations
self-funded
from existing
digital initiatives

Respondents feel
digital
transformation
has become
more urgent

Respondents
anticipate
increased
investment in
digital
transformation

say initiatives
around ways of
working are
higher priority
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Why now is the time to ramp up transformational efforts?

Digital increases the
clock-speed of the
organization, improving
ability to sense market
changes and quickly
adapt to them

The 'emergency'
response to the
pandemic has made
possible changing
behaviors and ways of
working without the
usual organizational
'inertia' – Opportunity
to connect short-term
digital responses with
more fundamental
shifts

The quick adoption of
digital tools during the
pandemic (e.g. remote
working, digital
collaboration tools)
were the 'proof of
concept' that digital
solutions can be
adopted and
implemented quickly,
successfully

In parallel, the need to
increase resiliency to
a volatile business
environment has
increased the need for
solutions that can
optimize costs and
access new revenues,
but that are asset light
– perfect playground for
digital use cases

Last but not least, the
pandemic has made
companies increasingly

aware of risks of
disruptions –
Be it from pandemic,
climate, technology or
other. Digital can be a
source of disruption
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"Exponential learning" will be the new paradigm

Human
learning

Tech and
machine learning

Exponential enterprise
learning
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Outcomes
Digitalcustomer
interface
New offers, services
and business models

Bionic core
operations

In a company of
the future, human
& tech converge

Technology:
data and
digital platform

Data
& AI

Strategy
& Purpose
Modular
technology

Dynamic platform
organizations

Digital
talent

Human:
org, talent,
ways of working
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Wide contrast in level of investment & preparedness
between successful and unsuccessful transformations

Key Success Factors

Of companies that are
% indicates respondents that
invested & fully prepared on

Outcomes

Personalized customer
experiences &
Bionic
relationships
New offers,
Operations
services &
business models

Strategy
and Purpose
Data
& AI

Dynamic
Platform
Organizations

Technology:
Data and
Digital Platform

Modular
Technology

Digital
Talent

Successful
n=51

Of companies that are
Unsuccessful2
n=68

Define
strategy

61%

25%

Drive to
value creation

71%

22%

Invest in
technology

73%

31%

Invest in
people

65%

21%

Scale and
industrialize

73%

21%

Human:
Org, Talent,
Ways of
working

Source: DSR Global Digital Transformation 2020
Survey; n = 825 | IG data n = 148

1.
2.

Respondents asked to indicate their level of preparedness across 5 categories of success
factors: Strategy, Prioritization & Roadmap, Human, Tech & Implementation
Unsuccessful defined as transformations that significantly fell short of their goals (~46%)
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Going for at scale is different from landing a pilot
"Think big, start small, scale fast"
Transform organization

Scale for
business value

Scale to solution

Digital
& analytics

Technology
/ IT

Change
management

10%

20%

70%

70%

20%

10%

Industrialize

Build, test, iterate
Pilot
Prove the
concept
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From Theory to Practice: the SABIC experience

Murhaf AlMadani
VP Corporate Digitalization
program
(SABIC)
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Discussion

• How did the global CoViD-19 pandemic impact the digital priorities of your
organization?
• What are the areas (along the value chain) with the highest value potential
from digital?

• What will happen to chemical companies not sufficiently investing in digital?

• What are the key challenges you face in pursuing the digital journey?
• What steps have you taken to upskill your organization and prepare for new ways
of working?
• What role will digital play in helping to address other emerging long-term priorities of
the chemical industry, e.g., sustainability, shifting demand pockets, etc., and how?
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